the Magic of Healing
with Christian Toren von Lähr
and Chris Valentine

A healing

Spectacular

with lights, colors, vivid special
effects and audience participation.

The command of Restorative Healing was in you
before your very first life – join us as we unlock this
lost secret to picture-perfect health. See for yourself,
it’s eye’s-open magic.

There will be Fairies, Leprechauns, Gnomes and
Elves in attendance, be prepared.
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In the beginning there was THE REAL YOU.
It was from this spiritual Blueprint that you were made and remade, into your Physical form(s) throughout
reincarnation. That blueprint was Ætheric, a form of
energy – and this grid-like design is still an available
expression through your Chakras. It is the means by
which you are physically created. This template remains
after Creation itself and is the design guide for subsequent
perfect health. At the Dawn of the Crusades, we lost our
Right, our knowledge, of inherent magic. LET’S RELEARN!
Eons afore science and medicine ever existed there were
survivability powers within us; they were the means to use
the Blueprint, our inherent template. One of these was the
proclivity for restorative health. This historical timing is
also interesting because quite frankly, this is our actual
connection to Nature People. Esoterically we already
know of them as “the builders,” but they build more than
the elements and minerals, they build you!
Their intrinsic Ætheric composition allows them to build
intelligent templates, which is how they draw matter
together to construct the minerals. Liken this to Dad
putting together the Christmas bicycle by following the
illustrative guide. It’s time to wake up …this is precisely
how you come to take physical form too. AND, this is why
Nature People are drawn to us, they would like to checkup on their handy work.
In our little presentation we are going to present you with
some experiences that will give you eye’s-open insight to
this template. You will be able to correlate this panoply to
your current life.
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